AMUact--No single optimization method exists that is best suited to solve all path generation problems effectively [Erdman 1991] . Graphical illustrations of the mechanism design space, given in this paper, attest to the difficulties encountered in the optimization of path generation tasks. An example has also been provided to illustrate the importance of a good initial guess in achieving proper convergence. Use of experimental design techniques that are based on statistically designed orthogonal arrays is suggested in this paper, as an alternate method to solve mechanism design tasks. It will also be beneficial to use this method to obtain a good starting point for the traditional optimal synthesis procedures. Also, when a theoretical solution is translated into physical reality, manufacturing tolerances, joint clearances, and elasticity in link members cause variations in mechanism performance. Orthognnal arrays and the related robust design procedures, suggested here, account for such variations as well. Design examples are given to illustrate the use of orthogonal arrays.
I. INTRODUCTION

Optimization techniques
The task of determining the optimal dimensions of a linkage that can pass through a set of desired points in a prescribed sequence has been addressed by several researchers in the past. The solution methods can be broadly classified into two categories: (I) precision point synthesis and (2) optimization. Chapters 2 and II of [Erdman 1991] provide an excellent history of developments in planar synthesis and optimization in mechanisms, respectively. Although closed form analytical precision point synthesis techniques guarantee that all the synthesized linkages pass precisely through a given set of points, only a limited number of points can be prescribed; up to five in the case of a four-bar linkage, with prescribed input timing. Jensen [Jensen 1984 ] presented a graphical method for synthesis of four-bar linkages for up to 12 points. Roth [Roth 1962 ] extended the Burmester theory to nine-point path generation using geared five-bar mechanisms. On the other hand, optimization techniques allow us to specify more points (10-20 or more) to describe a desired curve, but solution convergence is not always guaranteed. Proper choice of the starting point is critical to convergence of the solution for any optimization method and is especially so in the mechanism synthesis domain due to pronounced nonlinearities, nonmonotonic objective functions, and multiple local minima. While many optimization techniques have been successfully applied to different path generation tasks in the last four decades, their success has often been problemdependent. In 1973, Fox and Gupta surveyed various mechanism optimization methods and observed that no single method existed that is best suited to all problems. Almost two decades later, in 1991, Liu and Angeles' survey [Erdman 1991, Chap. ! !] led to a similar observation. One notable contribution has been the Selective Precision Synthesis method developed by Kramer and Sandor in the early 1970"s and since enhanced and applied to spatial mechanisms. In this method a realistic error envelope is defined around the mechanism precision points and solutions are found using various optimization methods.
Tolerances
Let us assume that a linkage has been synthesized analytically or otherwise to pass exactly through a set of desired points. When the design is translated into a physical reality, manufacturing tolerances, joint clearances, and elasticity in link members cause variations in the performance. The question then is "How exactly can a synthesized mechanism pass through the given points?" T/8 SItlDI. It is, therefore, important to account for the inevitable physical limitations and constraints while searching for "'exact" analytical solutions. The effect of tolerances, joint clearances, and link deflections can be lumped together as an effective change in theoretical link length as the mechanism progresses from the design realm to manufacturing realm. Various analytical and statistical techniques have been developed to analy:e the effect of tolerances and clearances [Knapp 1963; Grank and Fawcett 1977; Garret and Hall 1969; Kinzel and Hall 1975; Sharfi and Smith 1983] including computation of mechanism sensitivity coefficients [Faik and Erdman 1991] . A survey of tolerance and clearance analysis techniques is given in [Erdman 1991, Chap. I!] . In contrast to tolerance analysis, [Faik 1991 ] notes that, a more fundamental approach is to predict the sensitivity of mechanism solutions during the synthesis stage. [Faik and Erdman 1991] developed sensitivity maps to provide, a priori, the information on sensitivity of various solutions to link-length variations. These maps would allow the designer to weed out, early in the design process, solutions with inadequate sensitivity. A more efficient way is to consider link-length variations during the search process instead of weeding out inadequate solutions. This leads to robust designs, that is, designs that not only fulfill the performance requirements but are insensitive to variations due to tolerances and clearances. The experimental design techniques, presented in this paper, allow us to optimize both the nominal values of all design variables and the tolerances about these nominal values to generate robust solutions.
This paper addresses the following two issues that have been accepted in mechanisms design domain:
(I) there is no single optimization technique that can successfully be applied to all path generation tasks, and (2) it is important to take into account variations in link-lengths during the synthesis process itself.
First, we will describe the nonlinear, nonmonotonic nature of the mechanism design space in support of the first statement by graphically illustrating the mechanism design space. We will introduce experimental design techniques using orthogonal arrays as a variable alternative to solving mechanism design problems. Experimental design docs not necessarily mean that physical experiments are performed. Instead, it means that statistically designed orthogonal arrays are used to simultaneously investigate the effect of multiple design variables on the overall performance. In this paper, we will also illustrate, with a design example, how statistically designed experiments can be used not only to identify optimum link lengths but also to simultaneously account for variations in link-lengths due to tolerances, clearances, and link deflections. It is then followed by a brief description of a traditional optimal synthesis procedure based upon the Generalized Reduced Gradient whose intent is to illustrate the importance of having a good initial guess that would lead to proper convergence. The results of orthogonal array method are used as initial guesses for the GRG based method to show the improved convergence to an acceptable minimum, Thus, the usefulness of orthogonal array method in obtaining initial guesses for traditional and more efficient methods, is validated.
BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We focus our attention on the design of planar four-bar linkages for a given path generation task. We will assume that a desired curve is r~resented by a set of discrete points in X-Y plane. A general four-bar linkage can be completely described by nine design variables ( Fig. I) : two coordinates of the ground pivot A0, lengths of the four links LI, 1.2, L3, L,, the angle of the input link 0,, and a vector (length BP and angle y) defining the path tracer point P. A wide variety of planar coupler curves can be generated by varying the design variables. It is widely known that the generated curves will be more orderly and symmetrical if L~ = L, = BP, i.e. the symmetry condition. The dimensions of the design space are reduced, for the sake of simplicity, by taking advantage of this symmetry condition. We are interested in determining a linkage whose coupler curve matches the shape of the desired curve with minimum deviation. This means our objective function should be insensitive to variations in the size and orientation of the coupler curves. With such an objective function, we are no longer concerned with the actual location of the ground pivots. Consequently, we will require only four design variables to describe any four-bar linkage that traces symmetrical coupler curves. These four variables arc:/.,,,/-,z, Lo and 7. We have further reduced, without the loss of generality, the number of variables to three by taking the ratios L,//.,2, L,~/L.z and ~. Alternately, we can set the length of the input link ~ = I unit. So the method used to compute the deviation should be independent of the size of the mechanism. This leads to a three-dimensional design space ( Necessitated by the simplifying assumptions made in reducing the dimension of the design space, we have developed a metric for comparing any two arbitrary curves irrespective of their orientation and size. This method is based on parametrization of given curves. The deviation between parametrized curves indicates the extent of similarity or dissimilarity between the two given curves irrespective of their size and orientation. The details of this parametrization method, reported in an earlier work [Kota 92], is briefly described ahead for the sake of completeness and for the immediate reference of the reader. 
Computation of the deviation value
In order to compute the deviation value or the similarity index, a set of points on the desired and the generated curve are necessary. The data points of the desired curve are provided by the designer. For a candidate curve selected from the design chart, a set of points are generated for 4 ° increments of the input crank rotation. Using these points, the parameterization of both curves is then performed as follows. Fig. 3(a) . (PLENGTH)i is the ratio of the length of the line segment from P0 and P, and the summation of all such lengths for other points. (PANGLE)i is the angle between the tangents to the curve at point P0 and P,. The tangent at a point is calculated by generating a piecewise cubic curve through all the points with C, continuity. By plotting (PANGLE)~ vs (PLENGTH), the parametric curve, such as the one shown Fig. 3(b) , is generated for each curve. The deviation, D, is then computed as shown below.
D=~.~ (Y,~-Yd,)'*
where Yt, = Y-coordinate of the parametric curve for the generated curve: Y,0 = Y-coordinate of the parametric curve for the desired curve; n = number of points in the set.
For a realistic match between the two curves irrespective of their position and orientation in the 2D space, the starting point for both the curves should be analogous. This is accomplished by arbitrarily selecting the starting point on one curve, say on the desired curve, and D is calculated for every point on the second curve as the starting point. The least value of D among all of them is the correct value of the deviation. The impact of direction of traversal in generating the parametric curve for the second set of points, is also recognized and implemented. The deviation value computed using this method, although not very rigorous, is found to give a good measure of similarity between any two coupler curves. Devising a sophisticated algorithm will be given due consideration in future.
The task is to determine the dimensions of a four-bar linkage whose coupler curve "best" approximates a given desired curve. Our matching algorithm, described above, compares the desired curve against a coupler curve corresponding to a point in the design space of Fig. 2 and returns the deviation value that indicates how closely the two curves match in their shape. Therefore, our task is to determine the point in the three-dimensional design space that gives the minimum deviation value. Based on experience with many different examples, any deviation value of less than 0.075 units seemed like an acceptable match for most practical purposes especially when one considers the manufacturing tolerances. Of course, the smaller the better.
DESIGN SPACE CHARACTERIZATION
Identifying the point with minimum deviation value seems straightforward, and many optimization-search algorithms exist today to accomplish this task. However, examination of the nature of the design space reveals that the task is not as straightforward as it might at first seem. In order to investigate the behavior of the objective function, we have selected a linkage from the 3-D design chart and used its coupler curve as the desired curve. Our desired curve (or global minimum) corresponds to the coupler curve generated by the linkage with the following dimensions:
Common length 3.08 units; Ground length 3.5 units; Coupler angle 165.83 ° . and 4.5 units. Figure 7 corresponds to cases where the coupler angle is fixed at 78, 146, 180, 248, and 282 ° .
Figures 5-7 clearly indicate the existence of multiple local minima and the nonmonotonic nature of the objective function. Our investigations have also revealed that the coupler angle has the most significant influence on the shape of the coupler curve and hence on the value of the objective function. The abrupt peaks in the objective function values in the middle of the design planes correspond to coupler curves with double points. A visual display of the objective function behavior as a function of design variables provides the necessary insight into the design problem to identify appropriate search techniques. Certain points in the design space yield link dimensions for which a linkage cannot be assembled. The objective function is not evaluated at these points. This is another source of non-smoothness in the objective function.
Figures 5-7 illustrate the difficulty one would face in identifying a single optimization technique that is suitable for a wide range of path generation problems. Generally, it is difficult to choose a starting point that leads to convergence on global optimum. However, the value of the objective function at some of the local minima is found to be within an acceptable range (less than 0.075). A careful examination of the contour plots in Figs 5-7 reveal some acceptable local minima. It can also be seen that the "acceptable" local minima occur at widely different points in the design space. This is encouraging since a starting point near any of the "acceptable" minima could lead to a satisfactory solution. Although, convergence on the global minimum is not necessary, convergence on at least one of the "'acceptable" local minima still poses enough challenge in this highly nonlinear domain. In the next section, we will investigate the use of statistically designed experiments as an alternative to traditional optimization methods for mechanism design.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Experimental design is a well-known technique used in off-line quality control. The use of statistically designed experiments enables one to achieve product or process development objectives with far fewer resources. In the case of product development, typically, a set of design variables xl, x2 ..... x, that influence the performance of the product are identified. These are controllable factors. They are controllable in the sense that the designer through engineering judgement, would assign specific values to these variables so that the resulting product would have optimum performance. However, there are usually other factors over which the designer has no control but which, nonetheless, affect the product's performance. These are uncontrollable factors or noise factors. In order to optimize the performance of a product under given constraints, it is important to understand the effect of each design variable on the performance of the product. It is also important to design a product that is insensitive to variations in the noise factors, whenever possible. The designer's task is to identify optimum values for each controllable factor (design variable) so that the performance of the product remains optimum under different operating conditions or insensitive to noise factors. The traditional approach to experimental design is to vary one factor at a time, holding all others fixed. Statistically designed experiments, on the other hand, allow one to simultaneously vary several factors at a time thus reducing the number of experiments that are required to optimize the product's performance. One such technique is the use of orthogonal arrays and signal-to-noise ratios. Numerous text books [Phadke 1989; Ross ! 988] and research articles are available on this subject. In this section, we will introduce the basic terminology for readers who are unfamiliar with this subject, and in the next section, we will demonstrate the use of experimental design techniques in mechanism design problems. Conducting a designed experiment using special matrices called orthogonal arrays allows us to determine the effects of several design variables et~ciently. Table I shows a hypothetical orthognnal array. The rows in Table i indicate individual experiment runs and the columns represent factors or design variables to be studied. Each design variable can take several values or levels. Thus, experiment number 3 is conducted with the design variable a at level !, b at level 3, c at level 3 and so on. The output is either measured experimentally or computed if an analytical formulation exists. The output corresponds to the value of the objective function. Interactions between different factors can be studied using linear graphs [Taguchi 1989 ] and are not discussed here. Depending on the number of factors, number of levels for each factor, and so on, an appropriate orthogonal matrix can be selected from a library of statistically designed matrices. These matrices are called orthognnal because the columns are pair-wise orthogonal; that is, for every pair of columns, all combinations of factor levels of the respective variables occur exactly once.
The region formed by the factors being studied and their alternate levels is called the experimental region. The values used for factors before conducting a matrix experiment are the starting values. The main effects of the factors are their separate effects. In addition to the array shown in Table I for studying the effects of controllable factors, an additional array, called an outer array, is typically used to study the effect of noise factors. A designer would arbitrarily select typical values (levels) for noise factors and include them in the outer array.
PATI! GENERATION USING EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN TECtINIQUES in our design example, we have used three design variables (common length, ground length, and coupler angle) as controllable factors, in the example given below, noise factors are not taken into account. A standard orthognnal array that accommodates up to four factors with three levels for each factor is used. This is called the 1..9 array (Table 2) since it requires only nine experiments. Table 3 . in experiment I (Table 2) , all the three factors are held at level I; that is, coupler angle at 20 ~, ground length at 1.5 units, and common length at 2.05 units. The performance measure in our path generation task is the value of the objective function; the deviation of the generated curve from the desired curvc. The goal is to determine the factor levels that yield minimum deviation. The value of the objective function (deviation) is denoted by D~ for experiment i and is shown in the last column. Data analysis involves determination of effects of factor levels on the deviation value. The effect of a factor levcl is determined by summing up the values of the objective function for those experiments in which the factor was set to that level. For instance, consider the control factor "common length." This factor was set at level ! (i.e. common length = 2.05 units) in experiments I, 6, and 8. The objective function values are D,, D6, and D~. The effect of level ! is therefore D I + D6+ D8. Similarly, the effect of level 3 of ground length is equal to D2 + Ds + Ds, since the ground length was set to level 3 in experiments 2, 5, and 8. The level that yields the smallest summations are retained, and new values for the other two levels are defined as follows:
If level 1 yields the smallest deviation (summation of three deviation values), then (level 1)'-, =(level I)~d (level 2)'-w = 0.5*((level I)'-, + (level 3),,,) (level 3)'-, = (level 2)oad That is, two new levels are defined in the neighborhood of the level that yields minimum deviation.
If level 2 yields the smallest deviation, then (level I).~ = (level 2)~d --((level 2)~d --(level l)~d) (level 2),,..-(level 2)~d (level 3).,,, = (level 2)~d + ((level 3)~ --(level I)~)
If level 3 yields the smallest deviation, then (level i).~, =(level 2)~d (level 2),,., = 0.5*((level l).~, + (level 3),~) (level 3).,,.--(level 3)~d
Another set of nine experiments are conducted with these new levels. The process is repeated until (a) the deviation value is less than or equal to 0.01, or (b) the maximum difference in the effects of levels is less than 0.005 for each control factor. This implies that the objective function reached a valley.
After nine iterations, the deviation value was found to be 0.0093 with corresponding factor levels of:
common length --4.25 units, ground length --3.25 units. coupler angle = 100.8 °.
Note that the desired solution (deviation value =0.000) is at common length = 3.5 units, ground length = 3.08 units and the coupler angle = 165.83 °. The experimental design procedure did not give us the global minimum but converged on an acceptable local minimum (deviation less than 0.01) in only nine iterations. This translates to 81 function evaluations since there are nine experiments per iteration. It will be shown later that the solution obtained here. when used as an initial guess in traditional optimization method leads to a better solution, in this case, the correct solution.
Noise factors
The goal is to minimize the value of the objective function by controlling the values of the design variables. However, uncontrollable factors (noise) such as manufacturing errors cause the value of the output variable to deviate from its nominal value. This nominal value or the mean value of the output variable, is achieved by setting the design variables at their "optimum" values. The goal then would be to identify the values of design variables such that the average value of the output is closer to the target value and the variation in the target value is minimized; that is, the variation in the output is less sensitive to noise. Let X = (xt, x2, x3 ..... 
The sensitivity coefficients, [6f/~=~] 2, are themselves functions of the control factor values.
A robust product is one for which the sensitivity coefficients are the smallest.
The quality characteristic in our case is the deviation of the generated coupler curve from the desired curve. Here, the quality characteristic is continuous and nonnegative. Its most desired value, however, is zero. Such problems are called "smaller-the-better'" type problems. Literature in robust design and Taguchi methods discusses other types such as "nominal-the-best'" and "'larger-tbe-better" type problems as well. Loss in quality occurs whenever the output value does not coincide with the desired target value. Taguchi developed the "loss function" to quantify losses due to variations in the product performance caused by noise factors. Quality loss for the smaller-the-better type problems is given by Q =k [(l/n)F,y~ where the term in the brackets is the mean square quality characteristic, k is a constant, n is the number of experiments, and y, is the measured value of the quality characteristic.
Minimizing the quality loss, Q, is equivalent to maximizing S/N, the signal-to-noise ratio, which is defined by the following equation
S/N is called the signal-to-noise ratio. In the above expression for S/N, note that we have ignored the constant k and expressed the quality loss in decibels. Using the S/N ratio rather than the mean square deviation from target as an objective function has several advantages. The interested reader is encouraged to refer to literature in robust design [Phadke 1989 ] for further details on S/N ratios.
Design example using tolerances
In this design example, variations in link lengths due to tolerances, joint clearances, and link deflections are represented as noise factors. The noise factors are included in an outer array. An L4 orthogonal array has been selected to represent noise factors. Three noise factors (coupler angle variation, common length variation, and ground length variation) with two levels per factor are represented in the L4 array. The nominal values of the coupler angle, common length, and ground length are represented as levels in the main array (as in previous example). In order to set the levels in the outer array, we have arbitrarily assumed + 5% variation in coupler angle, and +!% variation in the other two factors. That is, the design experiment is carried out with an assumption that theoretical link length could vary as much as + I% due to manufacturing tolerances, joint clearances, and link deflections. This being a preliminary study, the effects of tolerances (which are random), joints clearances and link deflections (which are load dependent) are lumped together even though identical treatment of them is not very realistic. The experimental region in this example is the same as used in the previous case.
The matrix experiment is shown in Table 4 . Since variations in link lengths can occur randomly in practice, it is important that our designed experiment is carried out for different combinations of such variations, in experiment I, for instance, all the design variables are set at their first levels (coupler angle 20 °, ground length 1.5 units, and common length 2.05 units), and the deviation values are computed for different combinations of noise factors. The third measurement in experiment I has the coupler angle variation set at level 2 ( -5% of 20 ° or -I ° variation), ground length variation at level I (+ I% of 1.5 units or 0.015 units), and common length variation at level 2 (-I% of 2.05 units or -0.0205 units). Thus, four measurements per experiment are noted, and the S/N ratio is computed using equation (l), where n is the number of measurements per experiment (n = 4 in our case), y~ are the measured values and these correspond to the measured deviation values. Table 5 shows the inner and outer arrays and signal-to-noise ratios of the first iteration for this example.
The procedure to identify new levels for control factors that are needed for successive experiments is given below.
Step 1. Determine the influence of each level for every control factor.
Control factor I: Common length Effect of level ! --SNI + SN6 + SN8 Effect of level 2 = SN2 + SN4 + SN9 Effect of level 3 = SN3 + SN5 + SN7 Control factor 2: Ground length Effect of level I --SN 1 + SN4 + SN7 Effect of level 2 --SN2 + SN5 + SN8 Effect of level 3 = SN3 + SN6 + SN9 Control factor 3: Coupler angle Effect of level I = SNI + SN2 + SN3 Effect of level 2 = SN4 + SN5 4-SN6 Effect of level 3 = SN7 + SN8 + SN9
Step 2. Identify the level for each control factor that had the most influence on SN values. That is, choose the level that produced the largest sum since we are interested in maximizing the S/q~ ratio.
Step 3. Define the values for new levels. This is done by picking values in the neighborhood of the level identified in step 2. The value of the level identified in step 2 does not change. Step 4. Repeat the matrix experiment until (a) the deviation value (Dj) is less than 0.075, or (b) the effect of a control factor (max. difference in effect of its levels) is less than 0.005. This implies that the search has reached a valley.
After 10 iterations (see Table 6 ), or 360 function evaluations (36 evaluations per iteration) the deviation value was found to be 0. Once again, the solution procedure has converged on a local minimum. It should be noted that the experimental region covered the entire design space. Most importantly, all the link variations due to tolerances, clearances, and so forth are taken into account in the design procedure.
In the next design example, we have selected a smaller experimental region in the neighborhood of the global solution. The new experimental region is shown in Table 7 . As expected, the solution procedure converged very close to the global solution with 0.0009 deviation in only six iterations. The link dimensions are:
Common length ffi 3.48 units, Ground length--3.015 units, Coupler angle ffi ! 67. ! 8 °.
INITIAL GUESS IN A TRADITIONAL
OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In order to compare and improve upon the results obtained by using the experimental design method with the results obtained using a conventional optimization method, the same planar path generation problem is considered. The optimization algorithm used is the Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) method [Gabriele and Ragsdell, 1977] . The GRG method is an efficient and robust algorithm that can handle complex nonlinear optimization problems. The objective function is formulated as the sum of squares of structural errors (SSSE), as is usually done in the optimal synthesis of mechanisms. Thus the objective function here is different from the metric used in the experimental method. The term structural error is interpreted as the straight line distance between the desired and the obtained points. Mathematically the objective function is represented as below.
where ,g is the array of unknown variables and 7 s and ~ are the obtained and the desired position vectors of the tracer points. A four-bar mechanism that is required to pass through 20 data points, as closely as possible, is synthesized. Another difference between this and the problem treated in the experimental design method is that, here, each point is associated with a particular rotation of the input crank from its initial position, i.e. with prescribed input timing. The procedure used to compute the deviation in the experimental design method does not account for input timing.
For comparison purposes, the 20 data points are generated (as against specifying on the basis of an arbitrary path to be traced in an application) with the same mechanism parameters as were used in illustrating the behavior of the objective function and later in the experimental method. A uniform spacing with an increment of 18 ° has been used to generate the data. By specifying the upper and lower limits on all the variables, the objective function is minimized using an optimization routine that uses the GRG algorithm. The results of two cases with different numbers of variables are provided in Table 8 . In the first case, only three variables (ground link length, common link length, and coupler angle) are considered. In the second case, seven linkage parameters are varied. The four additional variables are the coordinates of the input and output crank pivots. As these four determine the ground link length, it is no more an additional parameter. Instead, the input crank length is treated as a variable. Common link length and coupler angle are the two other variables. The optimum values obtained for six arbitrary initial design points in each case are given in Table 8 .
It can be seen, in Table 8 , that the minimum objective function value for the three-variable case, at the end of convergence of the algorithm is very close to zero in four cases, but in cases 2 and 5, the optimum value obtained is 103.4287, which is a local minimum (see Figs 5-7) . On the other hand, in the seven-variable case, an acceptable local minimum can be obtained only if the design point is in the vicinity of the solution. Thus, the chances of converging upon an acceptable local minimum are heavily dependent upon the initial guess. By comparing the two test cases, it can be concluded that the greater the number of variables, the more complex the design space and consequently, the difficulties with unacceptable local minima and sensitivity to initial guess are 
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increased if we use a traditional optimization method. Cases 7 and 8 in the three variables case use the results of experimental method as initial guesses. It can he seen that the solution obtained is almost zero and the design point obtained is very close to the known solution for the path generation problem considered in this work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper is based on our preliminary investigations into the applicability of experimental design techniques to mechanism design tasks. The design examples given in this paper clearly indicate the potential applications of orthogonai arrays in solving path generation problems. It is also important to note that the notion of noise factor captures the link-length variations due to tolerances, clearances, and link deformations. Kinematic solutions that are robust against such noise factors are identified by using both inner and outer arrays. Experimental design techniques are easy to use and are computationally inexpensive since they are based on simple linear search and evaluation of the objective function. The design examples indicate that neither the experimental design procedure nor the GRG optimization scheme converged on the global minimum. However, as depicted in Figs 5-7, there are usually several acceptable local minima that both solution procedures are capable of converging upon. It should further be noted that the solution of experimental method, when used as an initial guess for the optimization method led to the globally optimal solution very closely.
This paper is only a first word in the use of experimental design procedures to search for mechanism solutions. It is not the intent of this paper to prove the superiority of one technique over another. Experimental design procedures only consume less resources. As in anything else, there is always a tradeoff between complexity and efficiency. Since the efficiency of most mathematical optimization techniques depend upon the starting point, it might be worthwhile to use orthogonal arrays to identify at least a good starting point. Given a good starting point, one of many optimization schemes that are capable of converging upon an acceptable local minima could then be used. We plan to investigate, in future, some of the well-established "optimal design of experiments'" procedures [Ferorov 1972 ] to solve mechanism design tasks.
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